
 

 
Moove launches the first co-ownership programme on 

Daher TBM 960 
 
The French marketplace offers a new programme dedicated to professionals on 
the brand new Daher TBM model. With a competitive cost per kilometer, this new 
offer enables companies to travel efficiently around Europe. 
 

 
 
EBACE - Geneva, 23.05.2022 – Moove has built an offer leveraging the model of shared 
ownership and drastically reduce the global cost of operations. The offer specifically targets 
SMBs located in regions poorly served by current business aviation options. 

The first taylor-made on demand aviation program for SMBs’ top management & 
their teams 

The founder & CEO of Moove, Arthur Ingles, stated “Our goal is to ease the access to the 
business aviation for professionals. Therefore, we offer a relevant service to our customers 
especially in remote regions, through an optimized cost for acquisition and utilization that 
widens current market segments” 

Moove ensures the sales & management while selected operators oversee the aircraft 
operations. The aircraft manufacturer will handle the maintenance of the fleet which 
benefits from the Total Care Maintenance programme. 

By adopting a local installation strategy, in opposition to current market options, Moove 
allows to cut the hidden costs of repositioning, both economic and environmental. The 
startup ensures local economic benefits for regional airport operators. 

43k € per year all-included for 20 flight hours on the fastest & most efficient 
single-engine turboprop of the market. 

Thanks to the acquisition of an aircraft share, each customer will benefit from a state-of-
the-art aircraft in terms of comfort and performance as well as enjoying all the advantages 
of on-demand aviation. 



 

THE MARKETPLACE FOR THE AIR MOBILITY REVOLUTION 

Shares start with 1/16th of the aircraft for a budget of 280k € and will give access to a 20-
flight hours credit at the most accessible market conditions. 

By choosing the latest TBM generation, Moove selected a highly digitalized aircraft with 
unique performance to address the large potential of top and middle management market. 

“With the TBM 960, we can fly direct routes in great comfort for professionals more 
acquainted to long road travels. Its top speed and new cabin make it a perfect workspace, 
with safety features and an operational framework, guaranteeing the mandatory safety 
level to our clients.” says Arthur Ingles 

 

A digital management to simplify the operations. 

Thanks to a digital tracking, the operations will be performed very efficiently. Co-owners 
will be able to plan their flights aware of all the benefits and costs modeled by Moove’s 
unique technology of real time multi-modal benchmark. 

The Daher TBM 960, with emissions halved compared to its nearest jet competitors, will 
benefits from a specific compensation program, based on a door-to-door analysis featured 
on the application. 

This new global offer, for the frequent flyers, completes the chartering & management app-
based services already accessible through the marketplace webapp. 

About Moove – www.flymoove.com 

 
Moove is a MaaS (Mobility as a Service) Marketplace offering efficient chartering & co-
ownership solutions for business travel. It brings the first real-time business aviation 
comparator to open on-demand aviation to any professionals in Europe. Customers & 
Operators offers are available on: app.flymoove.com/search 

Moove is also on social networks: 
 @Fly_moove 
 @Moove 

   @flymoove 
 

Press contacts:  Arthur Ingles  Fondateur & CEO 
+33615892988   arthur.ingles@flymoove.com 

 

1Ownership model for sharing an aircraft with other local companies to reduce the operating & repositioning costs. They 
buy a share based on their travel needs – the aircraft will be positioned at local airports, starting 2023. 
2Price based on current economic conditions and subject to local implantation constraints as well as euro/dollar exchange 
rate. 


